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FLUTING TOOL SET
Xiem Fluting Tool Set is a quick and easy way to make
decorative grooves into clay surface for both functional
and non-functional ceramics. It has three interchangeable blade sizes (S, M, L) to give artists the flexibility and
freedom to create their work without a size limitation.
The titanium bonded blades offer a superior cutting
edge retention and rust resistance while the angled
blade design provides a consistent depth and is evenly
smooth in every cut. They are three times harder than
steel which makes them the ideal cutting edge for
carving on a leather-hard clay. The ergonomic handle is
comfortable to hold and designed to be less likely to roll
off the table.

Ergonomic handle design for maximum comfort

Precision engineered
aluminum chuck for quick
and easy to interchange
blade sizes

Flat bottom handle
secures your tool from
rolling off the table

Titanium coated cutlery stainless steel
grade for long-lasting performance
and rust free
Angled blade design provides a consistent
depth and evenly smooth cuts

FTS-10344
Fluting Tool Set (Handle and S,M, & L blades)

FOOT SHAPER

TM

The 8.5” foot shaper is an essential clay tool for ceramic
artists. It has a sharp and pointed angle at one end for
cutting, slicing, scraping, and trimming the bottom foot
of the throwing pots while they are on the potter’s
wheel. The opposite end has a smooth concave edge for
a quick and easy way of making an effortless consistent
foot size and shape. It is manufactured from the finest
quality of imported beechwood and handcrafted by
well-trained artisans to ensure the highest quality.
Available in large and Medium.

Rim

FTRBS-10355
2 Small
Replacement
Blades

FTRBM-10356
2 Medium
Replacement
Blades

FTRBM-10356
2 Medium
Replacement
Blades

FSM-10351
Foot Shaper Medium. Length: 8.5”

FSL-10352
Foot Shaper Large. Length: 8.5”

Cut

Shape

STYLUS
Introducing two new double ended stainless steel balls.
They are ideal for creating surface textures on pottery,
smooth lines in clay, emboss on soft metal, create molds
for clay, paper, and soft metal flowers.

XST 27-10349
Ball sizes 6mm, 8mm
XST 28-10350
Ball sizes 10mm, 12mm

CYLINDER MOLDS
Cylinder Molds are the perfect support forms for
creating hand-built cups, mugs, vases, pitchers, utensil
holders, jars, lamp bases, lanterns, ikebana, Etc...
They are made of ABS plastic which is tough, rigid and
high impact resistant. Available in three different height
sets with four standard diameters. Each set includes
basic project instructions.

CMXS-10348
EXTRA TALL SET (4PCS)
Small: 1.9“ x 18”
Medium: 2.3“ x 18”
Large: 3.5” x 18”
Extra large: 4.5” x 18”

CMSS-10346
SHORT SET (4 PCS)
Small: 1.9“ x 6”
Medium: 2.3“ x 6 “
Large: 3.5” x 6”
Extra large: 4.5” x 6”

CMTS-10347
TALL SET (4 PCS)
Small: 1.9“ x 12
Medium: 2.3“ x 12”
Large: 3.5” x 12”
Extra large: 4.5”x 12”

